
Scaredy Bat And The Sunscreen Snatcher – A
Thrilling Adventure!
Once upon a time in the enchanting world of Peculiarville, there lived a timid little
bat named Scaredy. Scaredy Bat, as he was known, had a peculiar fear of
sunlight. Unlike other bats who eagerly ventured into the night, Scaredy preferred
to stay hidden away in a dark, cozy cave.

But one day, as the sun began to set and the veil of darkness started to descend
upon Peculiarville, Scaredy's peaceful abode was disturbed by a loud noise
echoing through the valley. Curious yet cautious, Scaredy peeked outside, only to
find his precious sunscreen bottle missing!

Determined to recover his prized possession, Scaredy set out on a thrilling
adventure that would not only test his fear of sunlight but also uncover a devious
plot lurking in the shadows.
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The Quest Begins

Scaredy Bat embarked on a journey through the magical forest on his mission to
find the elusive Sunscreen Snatcher. Armed with nothing but a heart full of
bravery, Scaredy braved his fear of sunlight, venturing out into the dwindling light
of day.

As Scaredy flew deeper into the forest, he stumbled upon the wise old turtle, Mr.
Terrance. Sensing Scaredy's uneasiness, Mr. Terrance offered his guidance and
shared the secret of finding the Sunscreen Snatcher. According to the ancient
folklore of Peculiarville, the Sunscreen Snatcher could only be detected by
following the trail of peculiar footprints imprinted in the forest floor.

With newfound hope, Scaredy followed the puzzling tracks, leading him through
many challenges and unexpected encounters. Along the way, he met a
mischievous squirrel named Nutkin who offered to lend a helping hand. Together,
they formed an unlikely duo determined to solve the mystery and reclaim
Scaredy's precious sunscreen.

A Sinister Plot Revealed

As Scaredy Bat and Nutkin delved deeper into their quest, they uncovered a dark
conspiracy orchestrated by the Sunscreen Snatcher. It turned out that the
snatcher intended to collect as much sunscreen as possible to create a powerful
potion capable of shrouding Peculiarville in eternal darkness.

Stunned by this revelation, Scaredy and Nutkin vowed to put an end to the
Sunscreen Snatcher's wicked plans. They enlisted the help of the enchanting
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Pixie Queen, who possessed the ability to create a magical sunlight shield. With
her assistance, Scaredy and Nutkin devised a brilliant plan to trap the Snatcher
and neutralize the threat looming over their beloved Peculiarville.

The Epic Showdown

Guided by the Pixie Queen's magic, Scaredy and Nutkin set up an elaborate trap
for the Sunscreen Snatcher. With hearts racing and determination burning in their
eyes, they stood their ground as the Snatcher approached, drawn by the allure of
more sunscreen.

In a jaw-dropping climax, Scaredy Bat and Nutkin skillfully executed their plan,
capturing the Sunscreen Snatcher and saving Peculiarville from an eternal
darkness. The townsfolk rejoiced as the sun's radiant light once again flooded
their homes.

A Tale of Bravery and Friendship

In the aftermath of their grand triumph, Scaredy Bat and Nutkin became heroes
within the heartwarming community of Peculiarville. Their tale of bravery and
friendship spread far and wide, inspiring many to conquer their fears and
embrace the unknown.

Scaredy Bat, now a symbol of courage, no longer feared sunlight but instead
basked in its warmth and radiance. As for the Sunscreen Snatcher, he was
rehabilitated and taught the beauty of light, ultimately becoming a protector of
sunlight in his own unique way.

In

Scaredy Bat's thrilling adventure and unlikely friendship with Nutkin taught us that
overcoming our fears and banding together can lead to incredible achievements.



This enchanting tale of bravery, mystery, and redemption showcases the power of
unity and the triumph of light over darkness.

So, dear readers, let Scaredy Bat's daring escapade inspire you to face your own
fears head-on, and may its lessons resonate with you for a lifetime.
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She’s a clever young vampire. But she’s terrified of everything. Can
she summon some courage, or will the Garlic Festival be her doom?
Ellie “Scaredy Bat” Spark is a 12 year old vampire that loves solving mysteries,
but is afraid of...everything. She's afraid of spiders, lakes, and loud noises -- just
to name a few. And her pesky sister Penny never lets her forget it. But with a little
courage and help from her friends, Ellie just might achieve her dream of
becoming a real detective.

When Ellie learns of a class trip to her hero’s favorite getaway, she can’t believe
her luck. But soon Ellie discovers her special sunscreen is missing, and she
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suspects that someone is out to get her. Ellie must overcome her fear of clowns
(and disgust with garlic) to solve the mystery of the missing sunscreen...before
she ends up with permanent blue dots all over. Or worse, misses out on the
biggest class trip of the year.

Can Ellie face her fear to solve the mystery, before it's too late?

Scaredy Bat and the Sunscreen Snatcher is the second book in the enchanting
Scaredy Bat middle grade supernatural mystery series. If you like brave heroines,
family-friendly humor, and interactive crime solving, then you'll love Marina
Bowman's fast-paced mystery.

Get Scaredy Bat and the Sunscreen Snatcher and join Ellie on her next mystery-
solving adventure!

Lexile Level: 610L - 800L

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 3.8

Flesch Reading Ease: 83.7

For Fans of: Magic Tree House books, The Boxcar Children, A to Z Mysteries,
Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Legend of the Star Runner, Captain Underpants, Dog Man,
Nate the Great, Junie B Jones, Ivy and Bean, Never Girls books, The Princess in
Black.



Scaredy Bat And The Sunscreen Snatcher – A
Thrilling Adventure!
Once upon a time in the enchanting world of Peculiarville, there lived a
timid little bat named Scaredy. Scaredy Bat, as he was known, had a
peculiar fear of sunlight....

The Legend Of Pineapple Cove: Unveiling the
Tropical Mystery
Hidden deep within the lush green jungles lies a small, secluded cove
that boasts a magical legend known as Pineapple Cove. With its
captivating landscapes,...

The Spine-Chilling Adventure of Scaredy Bat: A
Must-Read Mystery Short Stories Collection for
Kids
Are you ready to embark on a thrilling journey into the mysterious world
of Scaredy Bat? Get ready to be captivated by spine-chilling tales that
will keep you on the edge of...

The Enthralling World of Scaredy Bat:
Illustrated Vampire Detective Stories for Kids
Are you looking for a captivating and thrilling series of books that will
keep your child on the edge of their seat? Look no further than the
Scaredy Bat Collection! This...
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The Wackiest Joke That'll Knock Knock You
Over
Who doesn't love a good knock-knock joke? It's a classic form of humor
that never fails to bring a smile to our faces. Today, we present to you the
wackiest...

An Illustrated Fantasy Adventure Chapter For
Kids 12: The Legend Of Pineapple
Once upon a time in a magical kingdom, there lived a group of friends
who loved embarking on thrilling adventures. Their names were Lily,
Oliver, Mia, and Alex. They had...

Scaredy Bat And The Haunted Movie Set: A
Thrilling Adventure!
Sit back, grab some popcorn, and get ready to embark on a chilling
adventure with Scaredy Bat as she unravels the mysteries of the haunted
movie set. ...

How To Create, Promote, And Profit From Your
Blog
Are you tired of working the typical 9-5 job and looking for a way to earn
money online without leaving the comfort of your home? Creating,
promoting, and profiting from...
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